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Redistric ng Statement for Li le Arabia
My name is Amin Nash, and I am a fellow for the Arab American Civic Council (AACC) and a
PhD student at Claremont Graduate University. The AACC is a grassroots organization that
builds community by facilitating civic participation among Arab citizens in the Great Los
Angeles area.
My Community of Interest is the Arab American community in West Anaheim, in a district
called Little Arabia filled with people who have been establishing roots, opening small
businesses, and adding to Anaheim’s diversity since the 1950s. The community is diverse in faith
and culture who share a common history, geography, and language. Throughout the years, Little
Arabia has become an enclave for Arabs from all over the world and has long been a cultural
center for Arab Americans and a location where they can preserve their language, heritage, and
culture.
Based on discussions by the AACC and my own experience, the boundaries of Little Arabia
stretch on Brookhurst Street from Crescent to the north and Katella to the south. When someone
drives onto Brookhurst, Little Arabia is easily recognizable based on the number of Arabic shops,
clothing stores, and houses of worship, and cultural centers. There are also Arab-Americanowned businesses in Lincoln, Euclid, and other parts of West Anaheim.
Throughout my years, I have had a rich experience with Little Arabia. As an individual born to
Iraqi immigrants, my personal connection with Little Arabia dates back as long as I can
remember. Throughout the 90s and early 2000s, I grew up in Las Vegas, Nevada, where the idea
of halal food or an Arab cultural center did not exist. As such, my family and I had to drive down
to Little Arabia once a month to get our halal food. We’d pack two or three big coolers in our
minivan, make our way to Al Tayabat, and stock up on meats that we’d put into a refrigerator at
home. We did this for many years until Las Vegas finally opened their own halal store (which, by
the way, is not as good of quality as compared to what’s available in Little Arabia).
When we came to Anaheim, we did not just make it a one-stop-shop visit. In Little Arabia,
people would go out of their way to make sure that the ingredients of their food are clean and of
strong quality, and they would serve this food to ensure that their customers aren’t just leaving
satisfied, but in a better state of mind than when they first arrived. We would go out of our way
to eat at Al-Amir because we would know the food is not just good, but the conversations were
always the best. We truly enjoyed being on Brookhurst Street.
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Spending time with an Arab community was very important. We got to spend time with other
Arabs, discuss matters related to our ancestral homeland, and connect with people who were also
trying to integrate into the American lifestyle. Remember, these are people who are often leaving
everything behind to start something new, and Little Arabia has always been an enclave for the
community. Being on Brookhurst Street as a child meant being around my culture and heritage
when having the ability to travel back home was near impossible. Due to constant wars and
conflict, my only access to my heritage was through Little Arabia. Further, my mother would be
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able to purchase clothes and items that she would only be able to find back in the Middle East,
and she would also be able to talk with other people who are trying to adapt like she was.
Indeed, when I finally moved out of Las Vegas and made my way to Southern California, I
immediately found my way to Little Arabia, where I felt welcomed and urged to become a
contributor to the city. The community tries to help anyone who needs work. Little Arabia will
open its arms when people come from the diaspora and get people on their feet. Access
California Services and CAIR have always eased the adapting process for refugees and
immigrants. The community has always made an effort to ensure everyone begins a way of life
in their new environment. Now, organizations like the AACC are working to ensure the
population is properly educated in voting issues and how their voices can bring change to their
community. Little Arabia has not just been a place for food and culture, but it has been a vital
hub for people to adapt to America. This area teaches individuals how to start their own
businesses, pay taxes, and apply for schools. This area has taught the youth how to be civic
leaders and engage their community. It has also shown the people the importance of inclusivity
and diversity.
Arabs who come here have opened their arms to the broader American community, and they
have never denied anyone. It is essential that the Arab community is considered during the
redistricting maps and that Little Arabia is kept whole.
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Figure 1: Approximate Boundaries for Li le Arabia

